
Supports Browser, Desktop, Mobile

Congility is a suite of products that help
major industry players collate, propagate,
and distribute content. Included in the suite
are the Congility Content Server, Congility
Mobile, and Congility Portal.

Congility provides solutions for the
publishing and intelligent delivery of
structured content. With many years of
experience in XML content technologies, our
solutions enhance the customer experience
by maximising the agility of content delivery. 

Whilst every dynamic delivery
implementation has the same primary
objective – delivering content to audiences –
the focus of each is different. Congility
addresses this by offering different entry
points into the Congility platform. 

Intelligent Content, Delivered Smarter

Build with Powerful REST API 

Deliver Any Content Type

Dynamic Searching Capabilities
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Integrate with external source
systems such as CCMS and
SharePoint.

Contiem has a global user community
who work with our product development
team to improve our products. Our user
base plays a critical role in shaping the
way we upgrade and maintain our
products. 

All Contiem clients have access to our
help desk portal with product
documentation and support.

Congility offers a responsive
web based portal, mobile apps for
Windows, MacOS, Linux, Android, and
iOS, and the ability to integrate with
other business systems. 

SOFTWARE FEATURES

BENEFITS OF USING OUR
SOFTWARE & SOLUTIONS

The Congility platform can have
standard delivery functionality,
can have customized features, or
provide a Content-as-a-Service
framework to develop your own
custom solutions.

www.contiem.com

Publish DITA, non-DITA, and legacy files
for delivery to browsers and mobile
devices. 
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Congility Content Server

Powerful searching of metadata
enables dynamic content solutions.

Centralize and scale enterprise
content easily. 

Congility Portal
Responsive portal that supports
collections, notes, feedback.

Implement customer-specific features
using standard JavaScript
frameworks.
Record user interactions (such as
acknowledging time-critical
bulletins) and reporting portal
activity.

Congility Mobile 
Deliver technical content to native iOS
and Android apps.

Provide content synchronization to
allow users to take latest content
offline.

Enables technicians to access
content when network connections
are unavailable.


